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Abstract: Vehicle routing problem (VRP) is a highly investigated discrete optimization problem.
The first paper was published in 1959, and later, many vehicle routing problem variants appeared to
simulate real logistical systems. Since vehicle routing problem is an NP-difficult task, the problem can
be solved by approximation algorithms. Metaheuristics give a “good” result within an “acceptable”
time. When developing a new metaheuristic algorithm, researchers usually use only their intuition
and test results to verify the efficiency of the algorithm, comparing it to the efficiency of other
algorithms. However, it may also be necessary to analyze the search operators of the algorithms
for deeper investigation. The fitness landscape is a tool for that purpose, describing the possible
states of the search space, the neighborhood operator, and the fitness function. The goal of fitness
landscape analysis is to measure the complexity and efficiency of the applicable operators. The paper
aims to investigate the fitness landscape of a complex vehicle routing problem. The efficiency
of the following operators is investigated: 2-opt, order crossover, partially matched crossover,
cycle crossover. The results show that the most efficient one is the 2-opt operator. Based on the results
of fitness landscape analysis, we propose a novel traveling salesman problem genetic algorithm
optimization variant where the edges are the elementary units having a fitness value. The optimal
route is constructed from the edges having good fitness value. The fitness value of an edge depends
on the quality of the container routes. Based on the performed comparison tests, the proposed method
significantly dominates many other optimization approaches.

Keywords: vehicle routing problem; fitness landscape; traveling salesman problem; optimization

1. Introduction and Related Research

Vehicle routing problem (VRP) is a highly investigated discrete optimization problem. Since VRP
is an NP-difficult task, the problem has already been solved by several approximation algorithms
such as metaheuristics. Since 1959, when the first VRP article was published [1], several publications
have been published, and these publications solve different types of tasks, which may have different
components, constraint factors, and objective functions. In the following article, these task types,
constraints, and objective function components are presented.

Figure 1 illustrates the basic vehicle routing problem which consists of a single depot,
several customers and vehicles, and a single product. The customers have product demands and the
vehicles transport the product from the depot to the customers. The demands of the customers can
be served by a single vehicle at the same time and all demands of all customers must be satisfied.
The objective function is the minimization of the length of the vehicle routes. In the following,
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we present the most common VRP types. Table 1 indicates the VRP types, which contribute to our
VRP system.Processes 2020, 8, x 2 of 23 
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Table 1. The VRP types that contributed to our VRP system.

VRP Type Explanation

Single [2] and Multiple Depot [3] VRP one or more depot

Two-Echelon [4] (Multi-Echelon [5]) VRP with one or more additional satellites

Homogeneous [6] and Heterogeneous [7] VRP same or different type of vehicles

Time Windows [8]: Single, Multiple [9], or Soft [10] customers must be served within one of the intervals

Capacitated VRP [11] capacity limit of the vehicles

Single Product or Multiple Product [12] VRP one or more types of products

Inter-Depot Route [13] VRP vehicles can return to any depot at the end of their route

Delivery, Pickup or Delivery and Pickup VRP [14] movement of products: from the depot to the customers, or
vice versa, possibly both

Periodic VRP [15] periodic visit of customers

Traveling Salesman Problem [16] only one vehicle (agent) visits customers (cities) create a tour
where the objective is to minimize the length of the trip

It is possible that during VRP, certain quantities are given with approximations, and not with
crisp values, such problems are stochastic VRP [17], fuzzy VRP [18].

Many types of vehicles can be used in a transport task. The latest trend in the literature is the use
of environmentally friendly vehicles [19] and electric vehicles [20]. Another new trend is, for example,
the VRP with profits and consistency constraints [21], feeder VRP [22], cumulative capacitated VRP [23],
VRP with cross-docking [5], VRP with perishable food products delivery [24], risk constrained
VRP [25], VRP with delivery and installation vehicles [26], clustered VRP [27], VRP with trailers and
transshipments [28], VRP with traffic congestion [29], and dynamic VRP [30].

Metaheuristics have many applications, such as engineering, materials science, mechanical science,
informatics, and economics. When developing a new metaheuristic or making modifications to existing
algorithms, researchers compare the efficiency of the algorithm with classical metaheuristics based on
runtime results or even verify the efficiency of the developed algorithm with a benchmark data set.
Thus, most researchers use only test results to prove the effectiveness of their algorithms.
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In article [31], the authors solve the job shop scheduling problem and analyze the fitness landscape
of the task. After measuring the distances between the solutions, a statistical fitness landscape analysis
is performed, and the result of the autocorrelation calculation is analyzed.

Literature survey articles in connection with fitness landscape analysis also appear, for example,
article [32]. In article [33], the authors also present the main fitness landscape analyzation techniques.
In article [34], the fitness cloud is discussed. Bordering fitness, evolvability concepts are defined.
The article does not present any test results, it only discusses the concepts.

The efficiency of the 2-opt (edge-swap) and city swap operators in the case of the traveling
salesman problem is examined in literature [35]. Test results are illustrated with different figures by
the authors, such as the efficiency of the 2-opt and city swap operators, used to analyze the distances
taken from the global optimum.

The analysis of the fitness landscape of the vehicle routing problem is presented in [36] article.
The authors report on important concepts such as fitness landscape, neighborhood, basin of attraction,
neutrality. Information theory concepts such as information content, partial information content,
and density-basin information are also reported. The operators of the genetic algorithm are also
described in the article, these are swap, inversion, insertion, displacement, partially matched crossover
(PMX), cycle crossover (CX).

As the operator set used in the optimization greatly affects the efficiency of the algorithm, it may
also be necessary to analyze the efficiency of the search operators of the algorithms to determine
whether a particular algorithm is effective in solving the task. The purpose of the fitness landscape is
to analyze the complexity and the efficiency of the applicable operators.

Our research is focused on a fitness landscape analysis technique, the fitness cloud. In the fitness
landscape analysis, we use classical operators of the genetic algorithm such as the order crossover,
partially matched crossover, cycle crossover, and the 2-opt operator (as a mutation operator).

Based on the fitness cloud results, we found it worthwhile to introduce a new technique, the edge
weighting-based optimization. The edge weighting-based optimization technique was tested on one of
the simplest types of VRP on the classical traveling salesman problem.

The remainder of the paper is organized as following: Section 2 includes the theoretical
preliminaries: traveling salesman problem, genetic algorithm, search space in traveling salesman
problem, and the fitness cloud. Section 3 presents the proposed analysis and optimization methods,
which are the following: proposed neighborhood operators, measuring distances between two
solutions, key performance indicators in our fitness cloud analysis, edge weighting-based optimization
for traveling salesman problem. Section 4 describes the results and discussion, which consists of the
followings: the prototype vehicle routing system, fitness cloud analysis results, efficiency comparison
of the proposed genetic algorithm method, test results for the proposed GA (Genetic Algorithm)
optimization. The last section of the paper contains conclusions and future work.

2. Theoretical Preliminaries

2.1. Traveling Salesman Problem

The goal of the traveling salesman problem (TSP) family is to find the shortest Hamiltonian cycle
in a weighted graph. The Hamiltonian cycle visits each vertex exactly once. The length of the path is
calculated with the sum of the corresponding edge weights. The problem to build an optimal route
corresponds to find an optimal permutation of the vertices, creating a minimal length route. There are
two different problem domains related to TSP. In the case of the decision problem (DTSP), the task is
to determine whether there exists a Hamiltonian cycle of length not greater than a pre-given value
or not. In the case of the optimization problem (OTSP), the goal is to find the Hamiltonian cycle
with minimal length. In this case, the shortest Hamiltonian cycle problem is usually formulated as a
linear programming problem [37]. The OTSP is a NP-hard problem [38] and the cost of a brute-force
algorithm to solve this problem is in O(N!). Thus, some heuristic method should be used to find an
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approximation of the global optimum. The heuristic optimization of the TSP is one of the most widely
investigated combinatorial optimization problems.

In the literature, we can find a rich variety of heuristic methods to solve TSP problems.
A detailed analysis and performance comparison of the main heuristic methods (nearest neighbor [39],
nearest insertion [40], Tabu search [41], Lin-Kernighan [42], greedy [43], Boruvka [44], savings [45],
genetic algorithm [46], swarm optimization) can be found among others in [47,48]. Based on the
results presented in that analysis: (a) the fastest algorithms are the greedy and savings method,
but they provide an average tour quality; (b) the nearest neighbor and nearest insertion algorithms are
dominated by the greedy and savings methods both in time and tour quality factors; (c) the best route
quality can be achieved by the application on 3-opt/5-opt methods (Lin-Kernighan and Helsgaun);
(d) considering both the time and tour quality, the chained Lin-Kernighan algorithm shows the best
performance; (e) the evolutionary and swarm optimization methods are dominated by the k-opt
methods both in time and tour quality factors; (f) the tour-merging methods applied on the chained
Lin-Kernighan algorithm can improve the tour quality at some level, but it requires a significant more
time cost.

Regarding the applied optimization methodology, we can distinguish two main groups of the
OTSP algorithms. The first approach uses an incremental construction method. In every iteration step,
a new node is added to the currently optimal route. In the case of the second approach, the methods
take an initial route and perform additional refinement steps. Within a refinement step, similar to the
construction algorithm, the neighborhood is tested for the best local optimum.

2.2. Genetic Algorithm

Genetic algorithm [16] is a general optimization algorithm. The algorithm maintains a population of
solutions. In the genetic algorithm, the elements of a population are called individuals. After generating
the initial population, the algorithm attempts to improve the population in each iteration with
operations such as mutation and crossover. The mutation maintains a small change in each individual.
An example of such a mutation is the 2-opt operation. During crossover (such as cycle crossover,
partially matched crossover, order crossover etc.), two children individuals are usually created from
two parent individuals. In each iteration, it is even important to decide which individuals will be
transferred to the population of the next iteration, this is called selection (Table 2).

Table 2. Pseudo-code of the genetic algorithm.

create the initial population
while (termination criteria is not met) do
calculate the fitness value of the population

while (the next population is not completely created) do
select parents
apply crossover operator
apply mutation operator

end while
end while

2.3. Search Space in TSP

Optimization metaheuristics are based on navigation iterations in the search space. The body of
the iteration cycle is based on the following elements [49,50]:

• The set of possible states denoted by S. The search space can be discrete or continuous.
• Distance-based neighborhood defined by an operator. This is applied to the current state point to

generate the next state point. For example, for discrete problems, the edge swap (2-opt) operator.
It can be written with the following notation: N : x→ P(x) .
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• Fitness value, objective function denoted by f : S→ R . This gives the fitness value for each
possible status point (solution). Usually, fitness is a real number. For most optimization tasks,
we use a single fitness value. However, in multi-object optimization, the fitness value may be
a vector.

• Encoding and representation: Although encoding and representation are not formally part of
the fitness landscape, they are important factors. This is because representation is part of the
evaluation of fitness value, and mutation operators depend on representation.

• Transition rule (transition rule = pivoting rule = selection strategy) that selects the next state point
from the potential neighboring state points.

• Stop condition, which determines when the algorithm terminates.
• The initial state point is either a randomly generated solution (state point) or a solution given by

some construction heuristic.

The formal description of the fitness landscape can be summarized as follows [49]:

F(S, f , N).

Relationship between fitness landscape analysis and optimization algorithms is the following:
optimization algorithms look for a good search space state in a relatively low (minimal) time,
while fitness landscape analysis provides a good insight into the problem in a minimal amount of
time. Looking into the fitness landscape can be a good technique for developing new optimization
algorithms [49].

The purpose of fitness landscape analysis is exploring the geometric properties of the fitness
landscape, showing the efficiency of local search algorithms. Mapping this property helps to draw the
following conclusions [51]:

• Comparison of differences between two search spaces: a task with two or more different
representation methods: different representation, different mutation operator, different objective
function, etc.

• Algorithm selection: analysis of the global geometry of the search space (landscape).
• Tuning the parameters.
• Controlling parameters during the running.

2.4. Fitness Cloud

A fitness cloud is a figure that contains the fitness value of the “base” state point and the fitness
values of the neighboring states of the “base” state point (bordering fitness) [32,49].

For each search space state point (solution candidate), it represents a point in the coordinate
system, where the x-axis represents the fitness value of the “base” state and the y-axis represents

the fitness value of the neighbor state of the “base” state point. Formally, FC =
{(

f (x), f̃ (x)
)∣∣∣∣x ∈ S

}
,

where the fitness value of the “base” state is denoted by f , while the fitness value of the “adjacent”
(bordering) state is denoted by f̃ . We introduce the sets FCmin, FCmean, FCmax, which can be defined as
follows [34]:

F(S, f , N)

FCmin

{(
φ, φ̃

)∣∣∣∣∣∣φ ∈ f (S), φ̃ = min
x∈Sφ

f̃ (x)
}

FCmean

(φ, φ̃
)∣∣∣∣∣∣φ ∈ f (S), φ̃ = mean

x∈Sφ
f̃ (x)

FCmax

{(
φ, φ̃

)∣∣∣∣∣∣φ ∈ f (S), φ̃ = max
x∈Sφ

f̃ (x).
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Let ϕ be the fitness value of the “base” state point, α be the associated FCmin value, β be the
associated FCmean value, and γ be the associated FCmax value.

Then, we can perform the following study based on it for a maximization task [49]:

• ϕ < α: If the fitness value of the “base” state point is below α, then the bordering fitness values
are better, so we call it strictly advantageous.

• α < ϕ ≤ β: If the fitness value of the “base” state point is between α and β, it is called average
advantageous because the bordering fitness values are higher than theirs.

• β < ϕ ≤ γ: The “base” fitness point value between β and γ is called deleterious because their
average bordering fitness value is lower than the “base” fitness point value.

• γ < ϕ: A “base” fitness value above γ is called strictly deleterious because their bordering fitness
is always lower than themselves.

3. Proposed Analysis and Optimization Methods

3.1. Proposed Neighborhood Operators

The structure of the fitness landscape is greatly influenced by the neighborhood operator, as the
main goal of fitness landscape analysis is to prove the efficiency of the algorithms. Four operators were
used in the analyses, as follows: 2-opt, cycle crossover, order crossover, partially matched crossover.

Figure 2 presents the 2-opt [52] operator. This operator operates on one solution. A section is
chosen, and the elements are exchanged. This means an exchange of two edges.
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Figure 2. The 2-opt.

Figure 3 illustrates the cycle crossover (CX) [16]. During this method, we search for cycles. Initially,
the first offspring gets the first position of the first parent, and the second offspring gets the first
position of the second parent. In our example, the first offspring gets 2 and the second offspring gets
7. After that, the second offspring has 7, so the first offspring must also have 7. Therefore, the first
offspring gets 7 in the appropriate position, and the second offspring gets 4 in the appropriate position.
After that, the (4,5) pairs are chosen, then the (5,1), (1,3), (3,2). After (3,2) is chosen, the circle closed.
As the last step, the first offspring gets the numbers from the second parent in the remainder position,
and the second offspring gets the numbers from the first parent.

Figure 4 illustrates the order crossover (OX) [16]. In the case of this crossover, a fitting section is
determined. The length and the position of the fitting section of the two parents must be the same.
After that, the parents are copied, these are initially the two offsprings. In the first offspring, we look for
the numbers that the second parent fitting section contains. These numbers are deleted, indicated with
H letter in Figure 4. In the second offspring, we look for the numbers that the first parent fitting section
contains. After that, the holes (H letters) are pushed up to the fitting section. In the fitting section,
the holes are replaced with the following way: the first offspring gets the fitting section of the second
parent, and the second offspring gets the fitting section of the first parent.
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Figure 5 illustrates the partially matched crossover (PMX) [16] technique. In the case of this
technique, a fitting section is determined. These fitting sections of the two parents must have the same
length and positions. After that, pairs are created from the fitting section. In this example, the pairs are
the followings: (9,6), (1,3), and (4,5). The creation of the offspring is the following: we copy the parents.
After that, the elements of the pairs are exchanged. In our example, the 6 is exchanged with 9, the 1 is
exchanged with 3, and the 4 is exchanged with 5.
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3.2. Measuring Distances between Two Solutions

For measuring distances between two state points, we use the following three techniques: fitness
distance, Hamming-distance, and basic swap sequence distance. Figure 6 illustrates an example of
measuring distances between two state points.
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The fitness distance is the absolute value of the fitness value differences between the two state
points. In our example (Figure 6), |1500−1000| = 500 will be the value, because the fitness value of the
first solution is 1500 and the fitness value of the second solution is 1000.

The Hamming distance [53] is the number of differences in the representation of the two state
points. In our example (Figure 6), the two solutions differ in the following positions: position 4,
position 5, position 6, position 7. These represent the following pairs: position 4: (6,1), position 5: (8,9),
position 6: (9,8), position 7: (1,6).

The basic swap sequence [54] is the number of exchanges between two state points. In our
example (Figure 6), we can get solution 2 from solution 1 with a single edge change (2-opt operator).
This is the reverse of the sequence (6,8,9,1).
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3.3. Key Performance Indicators in Our Fitness Cloud Analysis

In this chapter, we present fitness cloud indicators and our proposed evaluation strategy.
The following indicators were used:

Fitness values (for the entire cloud) of the entire solutions (base and neighbor) are evaluated.
Fitness values, because we have a minimization task, need to be small but move around a large range
of values so they can effectively map the search space.

Average of fitness distances, where the distances were taken from the base and neighbor solutions,
and then these distances were averaged to obtain an average distance for each base solution.

Average of Hamming distances shows aggregated distances, also from base and neighbor solutions,
while the average of basic swap sequence distances was also calculated. The average Hamming and
basic swap sequence distances should be large to map the effective search space.

FC-max, FC-mean, and FC-min values are determined for all base points. FC-max values are the
maximum values of the neighbor solutions, while FC-mean values are the means of the neighbors
and FC-min values are the min of the neighbor fitnesses. The FC-max values since minimization is a
task, so the lower the values, the better the operator. FC-mean measures the average of the bordering
solution, the goal is to obtain solutions with good average fitness value (low fitness value in case of
minimization task). The FC-min value is the maximum fitness of the bordering solutions (in the case of
a minimization task), this value can be high, so the operator can better map the search space.

The strictly advantageous count indicates that the fitness values of the neighbors are lower than
the fitness value of the given solution. The higher this value, the better the operator.

An average advantageous count indicates that the bordering fitness values are better than the
base fitness values on average. The higher this value, the better the operator.

Average deleterious count indicates that the bordering fitness values are worse than the base
fitness values on average. If this value is 0 or very small, the operator is efficient.

Strictly deleterious count indicates that the bordering fitness values are worse than the base fitness
values. If this value is 0 or very small, the operator is efficient. The calculation of the key indicators
can be seen in Table 3.

Table 3. Calculation of the key indicators.

create the initial solutions (base solutions)
generate the neighbors of the initial solutions (with 2-opt, CX,OX, or PMX operator)
calculate the fitness of the base solutions and their neighbors
illustrate the fitness cloud (x-axis means the fitness of the base solution, and y-axis means the

fitness of the neighbor solution)
calculate the distances between the base solutions and their neighbors
calculate the FCmin, FCmean and FCmaxvalues

3.4. Edge Weighting-Based Optimization for Traveling Salesman Problem

The heuristic methods for TSP usually are based on the idea to generate a route population and
award such route sections which are contained in routes with high fitness value. In GA, for example,
the selection and crossover operators are used to highlight important route sections. The GA method
starts with the generation of the initial population and then it performs an iteration to improve the
population by generating new items using the standard GA operators.

On the other hand, our analysis of the fitness cloud has been proved that the classical crossover
operations are not the best operators to improve the fitness value. Thus, many variants of evolutionary
algorithms were proposed to involve some variant of the 2-opt operators besides the classical crossover,
selection, and mutation operators.

The main motivation behind our proposed model is to improve the selection process of the optimal
route sections using a more direct way. In GA, the route sections are somehow latent, the selection
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depends on many random elements. In contrast with this approach, the proposed model provides an
explicit route segment selection.

In this section, we present a novel approach which can provide similar flexibility as the 2-opt
operator. The proposed model is based on the following background ideas:

1. Application of edges as elementary units in the route construction process; this approach provides
higher flexibility.

2. Introduction of a fitness value also for the elementary, edges based on their role in routes with
high fitness values. The approach to score elementary units can be found among others in the
Bayes-classifiers where every component attribute is assigned to a probability weight value.

The proposed algorithm investigates only short route sections connecting neighboring elements.
The importance of a section is measured with the fitness of the container routes. During the construction
of routes, the engine prefers the neighborhoods with high fitness values.

The proposed optimization model is based on the following formalism.

• O = {oi}: set of objects (locations);

• D =
{
di j = d

(
oi, o j

)}
: set of distances between the objects;

• P =
{
pi
}
: set of closed permutations, closed routes on O;

• l(p): the length of closed route p;
• f (p): the fitness of closed route p.

We introduce the notation Nk(o1, o2) to denote the case that the distance between o1 and o2 in a
given route is smaller than k.

We can convert the (O, D, P) TSP problem into an information table T(P, A), where A =
{
ai j

}
is

the set of attributes.
The attribute ai j shows the nearness of the two objects oi and o j. The attribute ai j is met if oi is in

the neighborhood of o j in the route.

Example

Let us take 4 objects (o1, o2, o3, o4) and the population contains the following three routes:
p1(o1, o4, o3, o2), p2(o1, o2, o4, o3), p3(o1, o2, o3, o4). If the neighborhood means direct connections (1-NN
case), then we have the following information table (Table 4).

Table 4. Information table structure.

a12 a13 a14 a23 a24 a34

p1 0 0 1 1 0 1
p2 1 0 0 0 1 1
p3 1 0 0 1 0 1

One parameter of the model is the size of the neighborhood. Usually, we take a small size between
3 and 5.

We assign a fitness value f
(
ai j

)
also for the attributes, where this value denotes the chance that

the corresponding items are in the neighborhood, and a route with high fitness value contains the
corresponding edge

(
oi, o j

)
. Having these attribute level fitness values, we should use the edges with

high f
(
ai j

)
values to construct an optimal route.

The attribute level fitness value is high if Nk
(
oi, o j

)
is frequent in routes with high fitness values,

thus we use the following formula to calculate the attribute level fitness:

f
(
ai j

)
=

∑
p
{ wi jp · f (p) | Nk

(
oi, o j

)
},
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where wi jp denotes a weight value. In the simplest, non-weighted case, wi jp = 1. In the case of the
weighted model, wi jp depends on the distance between the two objects, the larger is the distance,
the smaller is the weight value.

The Nk
(
oi, o j

)
condition means that oi and o j are in a neighborhood in the given route. The symbol∑

means here an aggregation operator. Based on our experience, either the Sum or the Max operators
are the best candidates.

For calculation of the f
(
ai j

)
values, we use a training set of the routes. The routes can be generated

randomly or by using some heuristics. The optimal route candidate is generated in such a way that as
many good edges as possible will be included (Table 5).

Table 5. Heuristic algorithm for route generation.

calculate fitness value for every object pairs;
route = empty;
process the edges in descending order by the fitness value:

let (oi, o j) be the current edge;
if oi is used already as a start point, drop this edge;
if o j is used already as an end point, drop this edge;
if there is a path fromo jtooi, drop this edge;
if (oi, o j) is a valid candidate, than merge it to the current route;

display route.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. The Prototype Vehicle Routing System

Our complex vehicle routing problem, which is illustrated in Figure 7, is a multi-echelon system.
Our data set is artificially generated. The system consists of depots (4 counts, the coordinates are
between [0, 100]), satellites, and customers (15 counts, the coordinates are between [600, 700]). In our
system, there are first (10 counts, the coordinates are between [200, 300]) and second level satellites
(10 counts, the coordinates are between [400, 500]). The products are transported from the depots
to the first level satellites, then to the second level satellites, after that to the customers, because the
customers have product demands, which vary along with customers. In each level, there are different
types of vehicles (2 types of vehicles per level). Our system consists of only one product type.
Each vehicle has a different capacity limit (for the products) between [10,000, 50,000], and the vehicles
have different fuel consumptions [10, 100]. In our system, not only the travel distances between the
locations (which depends on the coordinates of the locations) are important, but also the travel time
(between [10, 100]) and the route status between the nodes (between [100, 500]). These factors vary
along with locations and vehicles. In connection with the delivery of the products, we have also
defined some temporalities that occur in the nodes. These temporalities are the following: the loading
(between [30, 50]) and unloading time (between [30, 50]), and the administration time (between [30, 50]).
These components vary along with locations and vehicles. Our system also contains cost in connection
with the transportation of products. These costs are the following: loading (between [10, 50]) and
unloading cost (between [10, 50]), administrative (between [10, 50]), and quality control cost (between
[10, 50]). These costs vary along with locations and vehicles. Our objective function is not only the
minimization of the length of the route, but the minimization of the fuel consumption of the vehicles,
maximization of the route status, minimization of the route time, and minimization of the missed
(unvisited) customers. Based on our analysis, the typical size (the number of nodes) of the related TSP
problems is near 100. This means that the optimization algorithm should focus on the middle-size
problem domain.
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4.2. Fitness Cloud Analysis Results

In this section, the fitness cloud of our multi-echelon VRP model in the case of different operators
are presented. During the creation of the fitness cloud, we randomly select solutions and then
create their neighbors. The representation of the solutions and the neighbors, their relation to them
is important in the analysis. The following analysis techniques were used: fitness cloud, Fc-max,
Fc-min, Fc-mean, strictly advantageous count, average advantageous count, average deleterious
count, strictly deleterious count. The following operators are analyzed: 2-opt, order crossover (OX),
cycle crossover (CX), partially matched crossover (PMX).

Figure 8 illustrates the fitness cloud for the 2-opt operator. Fitness values range from 100,000 to
150,000. Neighbors with lower fitness value solutions also have lower fitness values, while those with
higher fitness value solutions also have higher fitness values. Table 6 illustrates that the average of
fitness distances between the solutions ranges between ≈2500 and ≈9000 values, and the average of
Hamming distances ranges between 27 and 35, and the averages of basic swap sequence distances are
between 21 and 27. Averages were calculated for the total fitness cloud. We calculated the averages
with the following way: we looked at the distance of each solution from the other solutions and
averaged this.
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Table 6. 2-opt distances results.

2-opt
Lower Bound Upper Bound

Fitness values ≈100,000 ≈150,000
Average of fitness distances ≈2500 ≈9000

Average of Hamming distances 27 35
Average of basic swap sequence

distances 21 27

FC-max ≈110,000 ≈150,000
FC-mean ≈110,000 ≈150,000
FC-min ≈110,000 ≈150,000

Value
Strictly advantageous count 5

Average advantageous count 34
Average deleterious count 54
Strictly deleterious count 7

Figure 9 illustrates the fitness cloud for the OX operator. Fitness values range from 120,000 to
150,000. Here, too, it is typical that the fitness values of the neighbors of solutions with lower fitness
values are also lower, while the fitness values of the neighbors of solutions with higher fitness values
are also higher. Table 7 illustrates that the average of fitness distances between the solutions ranges
between ≈2000 and ≈10,000 values, and the average of Hamming distances ranges between 31 and 35,
and the averages of basic swap sequence distances are between 22 and 29.

Figure 10 illustrates the fitness cloud for the CX operator. Fitness values range from 110,000 to
160,000. Here, too, it is typical that the fitness values of the neighbors of solutions with lower fitness
values are also lower, while the fitness values of the neighbors of solutions with higher fitness values
are also higher. Table 8 illustrates, that the average of fitness distances between the solutions ranges
between ≈1800 and ≈5000 values, and the average of Hamming distances ranges between 24 and 32,
and the averages of basic swap sequence distances are between 19 and 23.

Figure 11 illustrates the fitness cloud for the PMX operator. Fitness values range from 120,000 to
160,000. Here, too, it is typical that the fitness values of the neighbors of solutions with lower fitness
values are also lower, while the fitness values of the neighbors of solutions with higher fitness values
are also higher. Table 9 illustrates, that the average of fitness distances between the solutions ranges
between ≈2000 and ≈75,000 values, and the average of Hamming distances ranges between 29 and 35,
and the averages of basic swap sequence distances are between 22 and 28.Processes 2020, 8, x 14 of 23 
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Table 7. Order crossover distances results.

Order Crossover
Lower Bound Upper Bound

Fitness vales ≈120,000 ≈150,000
Average of fitness distances ≈2000 ≈10,000

Average of Hamming distances 31 35
Average of basic swap sequence

distances 22 29

FC-max ≈120,000 ≈150,000
FC-mean ≈120,000 ≈150,000
FC-min ≈120,000 ≈150,000

Value
Strictly advantageous count 1

Average advantageous count 22
Average deleterious count 56
Strictly deleterious count 21
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Table 8. Cycle crossover distances results.

CYCLE CROSSOVER
Lower Bound Upper Bound

Fitness values ≈110,000 ≈160,000
Average of fitness distances ≈1800 ≈5000

Average of Hamming distances 24 32
Average of basic swap sequence

distances 19 23

FC-max ≈110,000 ≈150,000
FC-mean ≈120,000 ≈160,000
FC-min ≈120,000 ≈160,000

Value
Strictly advantageous count 0

Average advantageous count 14
Average deleterious count 76
Strictly deleterious count 10
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Table 9. Partially matched crossover distances results.

Partially Matched Crossover
Lower Bound Upper Bound

Fitness values ≈120,000 ≈160,000
Average of fitness distances ≈2000 ≈7500

Average of Hamming distances 29 35
Average of basic swap sequence

distances 22 28

Value
FC-max ≈120,000 ≈150,000

FC-mean ≈120,000 ≈150,000
FC-min ≈120,000 ≈150,000

Strictly advantageous count 3
Average advantageous count 21

Average deleterious count 55
Strictly deleterious count 21

FC-max values are lower for solutions with lower fitness values, while FC-max values are also
higher for solutions with higher fitness values for all operators.

The FC-mean values are lower for solutions with lower fitness values, while the FC-mean values
are also higher for solutions with higher fitness values for all operators.

The FC-min values are lower for solutions with lower fitness values, while the FC-min values are
also higher for solutions with higher fitness values for all operators.

Strictly advantageous count values was the best for 2-opt, which means that the fitness values of
the neighbors are lower than the fitness value of the given solution, which proves the goodness of the
operator, since our task is a minimization problem.

The average advantageous count values for 2-opt is the highest, which means, that the bordering
fitness values are better than the base fitness values on average.

The average and strictly deleterious counts are high for partially matched crossover, order crossover,
and cycle crossover, which means that these operators are worse than 2-opt. The strictly deleterious
count was high in the case of partially matched crossover and order crossover.
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For the fitness cloud measurement, we summarize the results in Table 10. According to the table, the
2-opt operator became efficient, the partially matched crossover operator according to this measurement
did not become as efficient as the other operators (order crossover, partially matched crossover).

Table 10. Fitness cloud results.

Fitness Cloud

Efficient Operator Weak Operator

Fitness Cloud 2-opt PMX
Fc-max 2-opt PMX

Fc-mean 2-opt PMX
Fc-min 2-opt PMX

Strictly Deleterious Count
Average Deleterious Count

Average Advantageous Count
Strictly Advantageous Count

2-opt OX, PMX

According to the fitness cloud, 2-opt fitness values are the lowest values (≈100,000–≈150,000) and
partially matched crossover (≈120,000–≈160,000) values are the highest, so in the table, we denote that
2-opt is efficient, and PMX is not so efficient based on the fitness cloud illustration.

Typically, solutions with lower fitness values also have lower FC-max values, while solutions
with higher fitness values also have higher FC-max values. For solutions with a lower fitness value,
the FC-mean values are also lower, while for solutions with a higher fitness value, the FC-mean values
are also higher. For solutions with lower fitness values, the FC-min values are also lower, while for
solutions with higher fitness values, the FC-min values are also higher. According to them, the 2-opt
operator became the best based on these measurements, the partially matched operator the worst, so in
the table we denote that 2-opt is efficient in terms of FC-max, FC-mean, and FC-min, while PMX is
weak in terms of these measurement strategies.

The strictly deleterious count, average deleterious count, average advantageous count, and strictly
advantageous count values are nearly the same, the average advantageous count values are high for
all operators, so each operator is efficient, also indicated in Table 7.

4.3. Efficiency Comparison of the Proposed Genetic Algorithm Method

Besides the simple phase route generation, we have developed an evolutional version too. In this
variant, many generations are constructed using the previous generation as base set. In the proposed
algorithm, first, we generate the ordered list of the edges. In the next step, we construct a random
noise vector which is used to relocate some edges in the list. This means that some edges with lower
values will get a higher priority while some shorter edges are assigned to lower priority. This step can
be used to add random elements into the route construction process.

Having a relocation vector, the corresponding route can be generated unambiguously.
In the evolutionary process, these relocation vectors are considered as gene description vectors.
The population consists of a set of relocation vectors. In the iteration phase, we apply the usual
selection, crossover, and mutation operators to generate the consecutive population generations.

In the corresponding GA process, the following parameters are used to adjust the algorithm:

• N: number of the nodes;
• P: size of the population ;
• M: number of the generations;
• d: relocation size;
• p1: probability of selection;
• p2: probability of crossover;
• p3: probability of mutation.
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The relocation size denotes the largest distance in the relocation both forward or backward. In the
implemented algorithm, the (p1,p2) values are adjusted dynamically, their values are decreased if the
engine could not improve the best route length in the current time window (Table 11).

Table 11. The applied algorithm.

create_initial_population(P)
scores = self.calculate_fitness()
best = min(scores)
for i in range(M)
new_generation = []
for _ in range(P):

p = random()
if p < p1:

item1 = selection(scores)
new_generation.add(item1)

else:
if p < p2:

(item1,item2) = crossover(scores)
new_generation.add(item1)
new_generation.add(item3)

else
item1 = mutation(scores)
new_generation.add(item1)

scores = calculate_fitness()
s = min(scores)
best = min(s, best)
adjust (p1,p2,p3)

return best

4.4. Test Results for the Proposed GA Optimization

The proposed optimization algorithms were implemented in the Python programming language.
The benefit of the Python language is the availability of many different TSP solution methods on
the Internet.

We involved the following methods in the efficiency comparison tests:

• random generation (A);
• standard GA evolutionary algorithm (B);
• nearest neighbor construction algorithm (C);
• greedy best first construction algorithm (D);
• Lin-Kernighan 2-opt refinement algorithm (E);
• proposed edge weighting single-phase (construction) algorithm (F);
• proposed edge weighting evolutionary algorithm (G).

In the tests, according to our preliminary analysis, we used training sets in size range 50 and 200.
We have used synthetic data; thus, we could generate data sets of different shapes in an easy way.
The related test results are presented in Table 12. The corresponding execution time values are given in
Table 13.
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Table 12. Route length comparison of the TSP (Travelling Salesman Problem) algorithms.

Method A B C D E F G

N = 50, P = 100, D = 2, M = 100 31 17 19 6.0 6.1 6.4 5.9
N = 100, P = 100, D = 3, M = 100 55 29 34 9.1 8.5 9.3 8.4
N = 150, P = 100, D = 8, M = 100 81 46 50 11.6 9.7 12.3 11.4
N = 200, P = 100, D = 15, M = 100 101 53 68 12.5 11.8 14.2 12.2
N = 300, P = 100, D = 15, M = 100 165 76 81 17.0 14.2 19.2 17.1

Table 13. Execution time comparison of the TSP algorithms (in sec).

Method A B C D E F G

N = 50, P = 100, D = 2, M = 100 0.001 24.1 0.001 0.001 0.8 1.2 9.2
N = 100, P = 100, D = 3, M = 100 0.001 31.2 0.001 0.002 2.5 1.6 16.5
N = 150, P = 100, D = 8, M = 100 0.001 75.2 0.002 0.008 3.5 3.7 35.6
N = 200, P = 100, D = 15, M = 100 0.001 196 0.003 0.05 8.2 9.1 93.1
N = 300, P = 100, D = 15, M = 100 0.004 524 0.007 0.45 26.3 39 320.0

In the table, the following parameter notations are used:

N: number of nodes;
P: size of the population;
D: noise variability (only for G);
M: number of generations.

The experiments show that the proposed GA variant dominates the standard GA, NN, and greedy
algorithms in general. An interesting result is that our method can provide better results as the efficient
Lin-Kernighan method for middle-sized datasets (Figures 12 and 13).
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The above described approach can support the optimization of logistics systems. The design and
optimization of logistics systems and supply chain solution have become more and more important
because of the increased globalization of manufacturing and service processes. The design of
logistics systems includes a wide range of design tasks, like layout planning, scheduling, queueing,
or routing. Traveling salesman problem represents one of the core design problems of logistics systems,
therefore our proposed GA optimization can improve the efficiency of solution algorithms both for
internal routing problems (like in-plant, milk-run-based, material supply) and for external routing of
transportation equipment.
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5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have analyzed an approach to use fitness landscape analysis in VRP/TSP to
determine the optimal optimization method. In the presented prototype system, we have investigated
middle-sized VRP/TSP problem domains using synthetic random input spaces. We used the fitness
landscape method to analyze the search space of the prototype VRP/TSP problem. In this domain
area, the performed model calculations show that 2-opt, local improvement operators dominate the
global crossover operations. This experiment confirms the practical experiences found in the literature
on the superiority of the 2-opt, Lin-Kernighan methods. On the other hand, 2-opt, Lin-Kernighan
methods are very specialized on the TSP problem, using TSP-specific operators. Thus, we have selected
the very popular GA method as a baseline evolutionary method. The purpose of our work on GA
was to develop a novel approach to use local optimization operators instead of global crossover
steps. The proposed method is based on the application of edge-level weighting in the input domain.
The presented approach has some similarity with the greedy construction method, but there are some
fundamental differences between the two approaches as:

• the proposed method involves some stochastic components;
• the proposed method uses an evolutionary framework.

The test results on the prototype system show some interesting conclusions:

• The proposed integrated GA method provides significantly better results as the baseline
GA method.

• The experiments show that the proposed GA variant dominates the NN and greedy algorithms
in general. An interesting result is that our method can provide better results as the efficient
Lin-Kernighan method for middle-sized datasets.

• The convergence and efficiency of random operations is relatively low in large problem domains
where the number of possible states is exponentially high.

Based on the experiences, we can suggest the updated GA version using a greedy initialization
module. This kind of engine can provide a near-optimal route length in the investigated problem range.
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